
Estimated Time Needed: 15 minutes

This clearing mind exercise tackles a pesky visitor, our inner monsters. There are many forms of inner monsters, the 
CantBe Monster comes in the form of fear and doubt. These feelings are often really hard to stop from spreading and 
shutting you down when they are allowed to take over. The CantBe Monster tricks you back into thinking in ways that 
don’t work for you, and makes you unable to break patterns that have previously felt familiar to your life. This Monster 
morphs itself into little voices in your head and talks to you when you’d least expect or want it. It’s definitely an Unwanted 
Pest, with very little purpose but to deter you from yours. The Cantbe Monster’s goal is to stop you from doing and being 
whatever it is you intend to do and be. It’s most likely to appear in areas of your life where you are most vulnerable. Do 
NOT water this Monster or it will grow. Instead, play it silly songs and stick your tongue out at it. 

Here’s how to tackle your Inner Critic Monster:

Name him or her

Draw him or her (If your monster looks scary after drawing it, add to the drawing so that it becomes silly and something 
you could laugh at.)

Write down a few common phrases your monster says to you. 

Write down the polar opposite or a joke about how silly that fear or doubt really is.

Fill in the commitment to notice when your Monster shows up and to laugh at it instead of feeding or watering it.
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Name(s):

Draw:

YOUR CANTBE MONSTER 



CANTBE REFLECTIONS

Like this playsheet?
Share the love and tell others to say hello at ArielSnapp.com
Join me @ArielGraceSnapp or fb.com/ArielGraceSnapp

Affirmation:
I, _____________________ , commit to stop watering my _____________________ 
Monster and instead to stick my tongue out at him and turn my favorite song on a lot 
louder when (s)he shows up.

Polar opposites / jokes:Phrases (s)he says:
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